
 

SEEDS OF GOLD INSTITUTE  
presents 

1+ Day Continuum Inner Work 
A One Day immersive retreat with preparatory & follow up sessions 

with Laura Inserra & Nadine Kreisberger 

Continuum Inner Work is a customized program created to help you plunge deeply into your 
authentic Self, and manifest its ever evolving, multifaceted nature. 

We uniquely design each program according to where you’re at, what your needs are, and 
which methods you resonate with. We use ‘verbal’ and ‘non-verbal’ tools, some from coaching 
and psychology, others from sound therapy, wisdom traditions, and modern healing practices. 
We weave them in a very experiential way, allowing you to uncover, transform, and embrace 
your unique human design and multifaceted personality. .  
   

How does the program look like?  

The 1+ Day Continuum Inner Work program is divided into three phases:  

1. A Preparatory Session a week or so prior to the Retreat to define your situation, needs, and 
objectives; according to what those are, we share customized exploratory work (e.g. readings, 
reflections, writings, practices).  

2. A One Day Immersive Retreat combining sessions with Laura and Nadine, along with 
integration time, time in nature, and a variety of body, energy, and mind practices. You can find 
more details about the timeline and the tools we offer in the paragraphs below. 

3. A Follow Up Session a few days after the Retreat to address questions, to provide guidance, 
and to further integrate the revelations and transformations of the overall experience.. 

What can you expect from the program?   

Every person is the completely unique expression of a life-force and therefore experiences a 
unique outcome.  

Some of the outcomes we have been witnessing are: dislodging obstacles related to family 
patterns or personal traumas; uncovering the true nature of anxiety, depression, and 
detrimental patterns; deep healing at the cellular level; revealing memories, visions, and 



guidance; defining what is a ‘life well lived’ and how to live it authentically; developing 
roadmaps to heal relationship issues; and so much more. 

Overall, we provide a safe, experiential, and transformative journey; we share actionable and 
practical tools, which you can use in your daily life; we create a custom designed roadmap to 
an embodied, self-aware, authentic experience of Life. 

What do we offer? 

This program is the result of our combined decades of apprenticeship and work with teachers 
and clients from around the world. We believe that ‘one tool’ or ‘one system’ does not work for 
everyone and every situation, and that a variety of methods and practices are essential for a 
wholesome development.  

Some of the tools we use are: depth psychology and dreamwork; leadership and career 
coaching; active imagination and drawings; intergenerational dynamics (e.g. family 
constellation); trauma relief (e.g. EMDR); womb and birth issues (e.g. TIPI); shamanic 
guidance; wisdom traditions; sound healing. 

We also use proprietary systems and methods, which we have developed over the years. 
Among others:  
— the Roundtable of Inner Characters: a system to increase self-awareness and a compass to 
better navigate life and relationships;  
— BE MAP: Body, Energy, and Mind Ancient Practices from a variety of wisdom traditions;  
— Harmonizing Therapy: a vibrational practice to release stuck energy, access cellular memory, 
harmonize the body, re-wire undesirable patterns, and receive guidance. 

What is the compensation for the program?  

The compensation is $2,800, which includes the Preparatory Session, the One Day Immersive 
Retreat, the Follow Up Session, the organic home-made meal, and all the material provided 
during the program. 

What is the timeline? 

Below you can find a typical timeline. The precise flow varies from one person to another, as 
we adapt to your specific needs and pace.  

Preparatory Session 
• A preliminary consultation and introduction, ideally a week before the Immersive Retreat; 



• A few “homework” suggestions in preparation for the Retreat (e.g. readings, inquiries, 
reflections, writings, practices). 

One Day Immersive Retreat  
• 11am arrival at the Retreat’s location 
• First session with Nadine 
• First session with Laura 
• Lunch break with Debrief and Integration  
• Second session with Nadine 
• Second session with Laura 
• Debrief and integration with Laura & Nadine 
• Designing your roadmap to integrate the Retreat’s insights in your daily life, and pathways 

to further pursue your objectives  
• Closing (around 8pm) 

Follow Up Session 
• Follow up session a few days after the Immersive Retreat to address questions, share 

further guidance, and assess the integration of the Retreat’s experiences in your daily life. 

A few biographical notes 

In her counseling work, Nadine Kreisberger combines her background in 
psychology, shamanism, business, politics and the media. She grew up in 
Paris, developed a classical music company in New York, spent time near 
the lava flows in Hawai’i, was the right hand of the leading female 
politician in Mongolia, had a therapy practice and TV shows in New Delhi. 
Currently she is working as a “Joint Journeyer” (a term she prefers to life 
coach or therapist) based in an enchanting abode in the Berkeley Hills. 
More about Nadine Kreisberger at www.neidaninc.com 
 
Laura Inserra is a sound therapist, multi-instrumentalist, composer, 
teacher, and artistic director from Sicily. She plays ancient and modern 
instruments with genres spanning traditions and time. Through her musical 
and spiritual pathways, she developed a unique form of sound healing 
called Harmonizing Therapy. Using different frequencies, rhythms and 
melodies, she creates sound temples and journeys to facilitate, nurture, and 
amplify the process of self-awareness and personal transformation. She 
applies this method in one on one sessions, as well as in workshops and 
company retreats. More about Laura Inserra at www.laurainserra.com

“The privilege of a lifetime is to become who you truly are.” — Carl G. Jung 

http://www.neidaninc.com/bio/
https://www.laurainserra.com/harmonizing-therapy

